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Introduction and letter from the President

We have many surprises and unexpected twists in our personal and professional 
journeys in any given year. Most are modest hiccups and often based on our 
own misguided assumptions and expectations. The game that got rained out. The 
sinkful of dishes late at night when you were pretty sure it was your roommate’s 
turn to do them.

And then sometimes we get major curveballs. In February, we had just completed 
our 2020 Higher Education Climate Leadership Summit in Atlanta, feeling energized 
about the engagement, speakers, connections, and next steps going into the 
spring and summer. But Covid-19 had another plan for all of us. As fortunate as 
we were for getting in the Summit, everything shut down in a matter of days, 
overnight throwing the spring semester into virtual learning and our follow-up 
plans into an unexpected direction. Additionally, as systemic injustices and racism 
were drawn in stark relief later in the spring, the recognition for us that climate 
justice is a central part of climate action could not have been clearer.

As much as we like to be secure in our plans, we also have to nimbly respond, and 
this past year taught us a lot. I’m proud of our staff’s ability to do this and continue 
the strong programming that has strengthened our networks and increased our 
impact in 2019-20. By sticking together we know we’ll be able to tackle whatever 
challenge is around the next bend, even as it may remain unknown. Thank you 
for your support this past year and I’m glad we can share our successes with you 
in this report.

Dr. Timothy Carter,  
President of Second Nature

Introduction
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By the
nuMBers

22 College and  
University Campuses  

in the University Climate 
Change Coalition 

(UC3)

$230
M i lli o n

Since the inception of the 
commitments, signatories have 

reported saving a combined  
total of $230 million from 

implementing their  
Climate Action Plans. 

at Climate  
Leadership  
Network 

campuses

697k
Staff

227k
Faculty

438
College and 
University 
Campuses 
active in 

the Climate 
Leadership 
Network

4.7 million
Full-Time 
Students  

(one in five 
American 
college  

students)

B i lli o n
Value of  

Endowment  
at Active  

Signatories

Total Expenses/ 
Operating  
Budgets

B i lli o n

$212

Second  
   Nature  
      Signatories

$178
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All institutions in the Climate Leadership 

Network have a goal of becoming carbon 

neutral. Becoming carbon neutral is no easy 

feat. It requires systemic changes, including 

becoming extremely energy efficient, 

reducing all waste, adopting renewable 

energy, and so much more. These changes 

just for one person, or one family can be 

daunting but are especially challenging 

given the complexity of an entire college or 

university campus. Ever changing campus 

leadership priorities and funding shortages 

remain constant challenges to progress. In 

spite of this, the campuses in the Climate 

Leadership Network continue to lead the 

way for their peers and other sectors. We are 

proud of the Network’s perseverance and 

especially pleased with the achievements 

of the institutions that have become carbon 

neutral, and the many others that have taken 

significant steps in that direction.

cArBon neutrAl 
colleges And 
unIversItIes

Progress
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Allegheny College in Meadville, PA, signed the Carbon 

Commitment in 2007 and reached their goal of carbon 

neutrality in 2020. Allegheny has reduced their overall 

carbon footprint by over 42% through increases in 

energy efficiency, purchases of renewable power, 

and the reduction of waste. 

4,000  
metric tons  
of carbon  

storage 

Energy efficient 
buildings

Highlights include:

•   building energy efficient buildings with geothermal heating and cooling; retrofitting 

countless boilers, chillers and lights to maximize our efficiency;

•   purchasing 100 percent wind-generated electricity

•   implementation of an on campus composting facility which has produced over 

2,000 yards of finished compost resulting in over 4,000 metric tons of carbon 

storage

100% purchased 
wind-generated

electricity

cArBon neutrAlIty 
snAPshots

CarBon
neutrality

2020

Photo by Science in HD on Unsplash / enhanced
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Colorado College signed the Carbon Commitment in 2009 and achieved their goal of 

becoming carbon neutral in 2020. This makes them the first in the Rocky Mountain region 

to achieve carbon neutrality. Colorado College is unique in this achievement in that they had 

the greatest emission reductions on campus while purchasing fewer offsets than any other 

U.S. campus. They also are the only carbon neutral institution located in a high intensity 

electric grid with two functioning coal plants. 

Highlights include:

•   Colorado College has reduced its on-campus emissions by 75 percent since its baseline 

year in 2008. 

•   Partnered with Colorado Springs Utilities to add 255 megawatts of solar in current and 

planned utility projects, and investing in a methane destruction project at the Larimer 

County landfill in Northern Colorado which utilizes methane to generate electricity directly 

for the community.

add  

255 MW 
of solar 

Reduced  
on-site  
emissions by 75%

In 2007, Dickinson College - located in Carlisle, Pennsylvania - signed the Carbon 

Commitment, and in early 2020, achieved their goal of being carbon neutral.  

Highlights include: 

•   Putting in a 3-mega-watt solar field that has reduced their carbon emissions by 10%

•   Becoming part of a solar Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), which is the largest PPA 

in the nation for independent colleges

•    Made energy efficiency improvements across electrical, heating, and cooling 

systems across their campus, which drastically reduced their energy usage, even 

while their campus grew by 15% over the past ten years

•   They purchased and installed three dual-port electric vehicle (EV) charging stations 

on their campus

3 MW  
solar field

solar
PPA

decreased energy 
use as campus  

grew
 15%

EV 
charging stations
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snAPshots In February 2020, Morehouse College and Clark Atlanta 

University partnered to compete in the HBCU Making 

& Innovation Showcase.  The Showcase was hosted 

by the American Association for the Advancement 

of Science, with support from the National Science 

Foundation. Each competing team was tasked with 

creating a solution for their community in relation to 

one of the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs).  

The Morehouse College and Clark Atlanta University 

team developed a resource called The Guardian 

Network to assist community members in situations 

involving dangerous weather, and focused on the 

SDG goal of climate action. The Morehouse and Clark 

Atlanta team won first place.  

+

cAMPus snAPshot

University of Pittsburgh, located in Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, made a formal commitment to working 

toward achieving carbon neutrality when Chancellor 

Patrick Gallagher (with the support of their Board of 

Trustees), signed the Carbon Commitment; one of the 

three Presidents’ Climate Leadership Commitments.  

University of Pittsburgh’s goal is to achieve carbon 

neutrality by 2037. 

Photo by Vidar Nordli-Mathisenon on Unsplash “Clark Atlanta University” by Hildabast CC BY-SA 4.0
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hIghlIghts oF Progress  
towArds cArBon  
neutrAlIty goAls

2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

carbon neutrality goal dates

324
Signatories 

have carbon 
neutrality 
goal dates 
of 2050 or 

sooner

59
Signatories have carbon neutrality 
goal dates of 2025 or sooner

Signatories have carbon neutrality 
goal dates of 2030 or sooner100

23

Signatories 
have carbon 

neutrality 
goal dates 

of 2025

38

Signatories 
have carbon 

neutrality 
goal dates 
of 2030

renewable energy Purchased

For 8 signatories, 25% of their  
purchased energy is from renewables

For 8 signatories, 50% of their  
purchased energy is from renewables

For 3 signatories, 75% of their  
purchased energy is from renewables

For 18 signatories, 100% of their 
purchased energy is from renewables

carbon reduction

30 institutions have  

reduced emissions by 25%

11 institutions have  

reduced emissions by 50%

3 institutions have  

reduced emissions by 75%

9 institutions have  

reduced emissions by 100%

76 Signatories are on track to meet their emission reduction targets
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new sIgnAtorIes

14 new signatories in 2019-2020

Second Nature is pleased that these campuses joined the Climate Leadership 

Network and became a signatory to The Presidents’ Climate Leadership Com-

mitments. The diversity of size and types of institutions that joined the Network 

demonstrates that campuses around the country recognized that increasing 

collective action is necessary to meet the magnitude and urgency needed to 

reduce global carbon emissions.

7 Signed 
2 Signed

5 Signed 
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The University Climate Change Coalition is a core program of Second 

Nature that connects 22 of the world’s leading research universities 

and university systems committed to accelerating climate action on 

campus, in communities, and at a global scale. Accomplishments this 

year include:

•   Launched the 2020-2025 UC3 Strategic Plan that represents an updated vision and 

trajectory for the Coalition, building upon its successes and lessons learned over the past 

two years from cross-sector forums, internal collaborations, and partnerships with local 

and regional stakeholders 

•   Hosted eight cross-sector climate forums, with over 380 participants

•   Convened at the UC3 Strategy Meeting (hosted by Washington University in St. Louis) and 

2020 Higher Education Climate Leadership Conference

•   Confirmed new UC3 Steering Committee, 

comprised of academic and operations 

representatives from nine member 

universities across North America

•   President Ono (University 

of British Columbia) took 

over as Leadership 

Lead from President 

Janet Napolitano 

(University of 

California) on 

June 30, 2020

uc3 2020 hIghlIghts

President Ono,  
University of British Columbia  
and President Napolitano,  
University of California
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 guide for hosting cross-sector  
climate Forums

UC3 developed a web-based Guide for Hosting Cross-Sector 

Forums to provide guidance to campus leaders. A cross-

sector forum is a convening of leaders and key community 

stakeholders from across academic, business, government, 

non- governmental organizations (NGOs), and other 

sectors to discuss local climate issues and work together to 

establish needed partnerships and collaborative solutions 

to reducing community greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

and increasing resilience.

Hosting fora is one of the key strategies 

from the 2020-2025 UC3 Strategic 

Plan. It may also help Climate 

Leadership Network campuses achieve 

the Presidents’ Climate Leadership 

Commitments as they seek new ways to 

achieve carbon neutrality and/or improve 

resilience efforts on campus.

tools And resources

In Spring 2020, Rutgers University formally joined 

Second Nature’s University Climate Change 

Coalition (UC3).. The research university has over 

70,000 students, and has been a national leader 

when it comes to climate change research. 

In the Fall of 2019, a Task Force on Carbon 

Neutrality and Climate Resilience was created at 

Rutgers.  With the addition of Rutgers University, 

UC3 now has a total membership of 22 research 

universities.

uc3 snAPshot

University Clock by Lacwal12,  
Used under CC BY-SA 3.0 
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How does Second Nature serve as an accelerant for climate action with the higher education 

sector? This foundational question drives the resources, services, and benefits we provide to 

colleges and universities. 

Second Nature launched the Acceleration 

Fund, a new funding program to identify and 

catalyze innovative cross-sector climate solutions developed by colleges and universities. Schools 

from across North America submitted over 50 applications for funding. Second Nature awarded 10 

grants, from $2,000 - $9,000, including joint campus and city climate planning efforts, programs 

to reduce community emissions from refrigerants, and university fellowships to develop regional 

climate action plans. The funded projects build long term campus-community relationships, 

advance equitable climate solutions, and address the urgency of the climate crisis.

Award winners:

AccelerAtIon Fund

ACCELERANT
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In collaboration with CustomerFirst Renewables (CFR) and 

Brailsford & Dunlavey, Second Nature has released the Solutions 
Center, identifying carbon and energy reducing activities to 

support campus climate action goals. The objective of the 

Solutions Center is to help campuses review more quickly the 

solutions available and to help build a presentation for decision 

makers to be able to assess and prioritize decisions faster in 

order to accelerate climate action.

solutIons center

p27p26
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resilience Planning working group
Second Nature continues to facilitate a resilience planning working group 

with over 50 representatives from campuses across North America. The 

goal of the group is to advance campus-community climate resilience, 

and to share resources and best practices for resilience planning. 

Internal carbon Pricing working group 
Second Nature, in partnership with Yale University, continues to facilitate 

a working group on Internal Carbon Pricing in Higher Education, and to 

maintain the Internal Carbon Pricing in Higher Education Toolkit. The 

working group is comprised of schools that have implemented internal 

carbon pricing on campus as a strategy to reduce GHG emissions. In 

the past year 10 new resources have been added to the toolkit, including new case 

studies of internal carbon prices implemented at Cornell University and University of 

California Los Angeles. 

offset network
Second Nature now manages the Offset Network, a group of 

colleges and universities that catalyze and support offset projects 

that provide educational and research opportunities for students, 

faculty, and staff. In the past year, the Offset Network approved 

a new Urban Forestry Carbon Offset Protocol, developed by Duke University. The 

methodology was reviewed by three technical experts through the Offset Network’s 

new Protocol Development Pathway. Schools developing carbon offset projects 

through the Offset Network include the University of California, American University, 

Arizona State University, Virginia Commonwealth University, and Duke University. 

workIng grouPs

commuting
The Commuter Working Group was a 10-month collaboration between 

sustainability professionals at Second Nature, the University of New Hampshire 

Sustainability Institute (UNHSI), and about a dozen other institutions. The purpose 

of the group is to improve data collection and reporting related to commuting 

impacts in higher education, identify opportunities for standardization across 

reporting platforms (e.g., SIMAP, Second Nature, AASHE STARS), and to ultimately improve 

the comparability and accuracy of greenhouse gas (GHG) inventories.  The group has 

produced recommendations and tools for the broader sustainability-in-higher-education 

community of practitioners.

Bioenergy & land use
Second Nature and the University of New Hampshire Sustainability Institute 

(UNHSI) have been co-facilitating a group of more than two dozen campus 

sustainability professionals, faculty, and NGOs leaders to address the 

accounting of biogenic emissions in campus greenhouse gas inventories. 

Most current carbon neutral signatory campuses have used bioenergy/

biomass to meet their commitment of eliminating operational greenhouse 

gas emissions. Historically bioenergy has been counted as emitting zero emissions. However 

more research has uncovered that there are associated emissions in the short term and the 

loss of sequestration is also not accounted for. The global accounting standard for bioenergy 

is currently working through an amendment. 

p29p28
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At the 2020 Higher Education Climate Leadership Summit in Atlanta, Georgia, 

more than 385 participants gathered to accelerate action plans. We recognize 

that our sector’s plans must be ambitious enough to inspire students; to redefine 

expectations about how fast we can reach carbon neutrality; to drive progress for 

our communities, and especially for those most impacted by racial and economic 

injustice; and to shift our economy toward climate solutions and equity. 

2020 hIgher educAtIon 
leAdershIP suMMIt

2 0 2 0  S U M M I T  S P O N S O R S2 0 2 0  S U M M I T  S P O N S O R S2 0 2 0  S U M M I T  S P O N S O R S2 0 2 0  S U M M I T  S P O N S O R S
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campus engagement
Second Nature connects to campus leaders and 

professional staff on a monthly basis via phone and/

or email. When the COVID-19 crisis hit in the spring, 

leading to the campus closures, Second Nature 

staff made personal calls to our lead contacts 

at hundreds of campuses to provide support 

and advice. In 2019-2020, Second Nature also 

expanded the community of campus contacts 

by establishing relationships with Marketing and 

Communications staff at colleges and universities 

in states that are active in the US Climate Alliance. 

distance learning
Throughout the year Second Nature hosted 

webinars on finance, renewable energy, building 

efficiency, and other topics to accelerate climate 

action. Staff from 171 campuses registered for 

the webinars, and all registrants were added to our 

growing network of campus contacts. Additionally 

this year, the Implementer - Second Nature’s monthly 

e-newsletter - surpassed 5,000 subscribers.   

cAMPus engAgeMent

5,000

Photo by Jeremy Bishop on Unsplash
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Second Nature engages with national and state policy issues and contributes 
to climate action conversations on the global stage. Our non-partisan Climate 
Leadership Network supports policy and legislation on issues and initiatives that 
support the climate action goals of campuses. Drawing together our Network on 
key issues magnifies our impact for the future. 

This fiscal year, we continued our work with partners to provide higher education 
institutions with policy engagement opportunities by signing onto more than twenty 
letters to local, state and federal policymakers. 

Advocacy
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In March 2020, Second Nature launched a Monthly Policy Update email that consists of a “Need 

to Know” section and an “Opportunities to Participate” section. The monthly policy updates 

are developed with support from Ceres, an organizational partner of Second Nature. Ceres’ 

advocacy is focused on 15 states plus Washington, D.C. because of the beneficial legislative 

climates and real opportunities for policy advancements in those states.

The 15 states are: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, 

Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 

and Washington, D.C.

Monthly PolIcy uPdAtes

On March 24, 2020, Second Nature sent a letter to Senate Majority Leader McConnell, House 

Speaker Pelosi, Senate Minority Leader Schumer, and House Minority Leader McCarthy, urging 

these esteemed leaders to ensure that their response to the COVID-19 crisis wouldn’t also 

compound the public and economic crisis that is climate change. We were joined on this letter 

by the executive directors of AASHE, Society for College and University Planning, Intentional 

Endowments Network, U.S. Partnership for Education for Sustainable Development, National 

Center for Science and the Environment, and APPA - Leadership in Educational Facilities. 

tAkIng the leAd

April 21, 2020 

Open Letter to Our Networks: Joint Request to Congressional Leaders 

Dear Higher Education Colleagues and Friends: 

On March 24, we sent a joint letter to Senate Majority Leader McConnell, House Speaker Pelosi, Senate 
Minority Leader Schumer, and House Minority Leader McCarthy, urging these esteemed leaders to ensure 
that their response to the COVID-19 crisis wouldn’t also compound the public and economic crisis that is 
climate change.  

Each of you is not simply just a member of one or more of our organizations; you are our organizations. 
Your knowledge, experience, and expertise is what drives the work that we do to address and solve global 
environmental problems. The research and work that is done at your institutions, helps improve your 
campuses, communities, and our global economy.  We are proud to work with you in partnership to support 
that work, and to carry out joint organizational efforts such as this letter to Congressional Leaders to ensure 
that the higher education sector voice is heard.       

While the $2 trillion stimulus package does not include any clean energy incentives, it does include one 
major environmental and public health win.  President Trump and some Congressional members asked for 
a measure that would result in funding going toward filling the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, and thankfully, 
this measure was not included in the final bill.  

As independent organizations and as a united voice when the opportunity presents itself, we will continue to 
ensure that the higher education sector is represented in climate policy.   

We remain united as one community. 

Thank you,  

Tim Carter Georges Dyer Mike Moss President 
President  

Second Nature 
Co-Founder and Executive 

Director 
President 

Society for College 
U.S. Partnership for 

Education for 
Intentional Endowments 

Network 
and University Planning Sustainable 

Development 

Meghan Fay Zahniser Michelle Wyman E. Lander Medlin
Executive Director Executive Director Executive Vice President 

Association for the Advancement of 
Sustainability in Higher Education 

National Center for Science 
and the Environment 

APPA – Leadership in Educational 
Facilities 
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externAlly Funded  
reseArch And ProgrAMs

Approximately 25% of Second Nature’s 

expenditures were based on externally 

funded research and programs, and the 

cash support was supplemented by in-

kind contributions. Sources of support 

in 2019-2020 came from foundations, 

corporations, government agencies, and 

non-profit organizations. Some was in the 

form of gifts; collaborations were also in 

the form of contracts for specific services.  

During this fiscal year, Second Nature 

completed a research contract with the 

New York State Energy Research and 

Development Authority (NYSERDA) to 

advise the agency on mechanisms on 

how campuses might procure clean 

tech products and services that had 

been developed by in-state companies. 

Bloomberg Philanthropies funded work to 

speed up the application of new products 

and services by campuses nationwide 

through the Acceleration Fund, which 

awarded grants to ten campuses. 

In order to achieve their carbon reduction goals, signatory campuses work with a variety of 

companies, organizations, and agencies. Many campuses hire private sector firms to help refine 

climate action plans, supply electricity, renovate buildings, and meet transportation needs. Firms 

work directly with Second Nature to share campus success stories highlighting their products and 

services that help reduce emissions. We thank our partners below for their annual support. Together, 

we hosted webinars, in-person events, and other programs which reached senior professionals at 

more than 100 campuses. 

PrIvAte sector  
PArtnershIPs
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FInAncIAls

revenue
grants / contributions

$594,551 (29%)

other Income

$45,593 (2%)

conference revenue

$ 402,862 (20%)

$2,025,182  

signatory dues 

$982,176 (48%)

exPenses

Program development

$1,508,283 (83%)

Management / general

$139,967  (8%)

$1,816,315

Major donors and supporters 
($25,000+)

•   Bloomberg Philantropies

•   Blue Source, LLC

•   Christine Nelson

•   Customer First Renewables

•   New York State Energy Research & 
Development Authority

•   Ray C. Anderson Foundation

Fundraising

$168,065 (9%)

•   
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18 Tremont Street, Suite 608 
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

617.722.0036
info@secondnature.org

Second Nature is committed to accelerating climate action in, 
and through, higher education.

We do this by mobilizing a diverse array of higher education 
institutions to act on bold climate commitments, to scale 

campus climate initiatives, and to create innovative climate 
solutions. We align, amplify, and bridge the sector’s efforts with 

other global leaders to advance urgent climate priorities.


